1 Background: Whole-Genome Bisulfite Sequencing (WGBS) is a Next Generation Sequenc-2 ing (NGS) technique for measuring DNA methylation at base resolution. Continuing drops 3 in sequencing costs are beginning to enable high-throughput surveys of DNA methylation in 4 large samples of individuals and/or single cells. These surveys can easily generate hundreds or 5 even thousands of WGBS datasets in a single study. The efficient pre-processing of these large 6 amounts of data poses major computational challenges and creates unnecessary bottlenecks 7 for downstream analysis and biological interpretation.
distributed under GPL-3.0 license and source code is publicly available for download from 22 github https://github.com/jlab-code/MethylStar . Installation through a docker image 23 is available from http://jlabdata.org/methylstar.tar.gz 24 Background 25 Whole-Genome Bisulfite Sequencing (WGBS) is a Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) tech-26 nique for measuring DNA methylation at base resolution. As a result of continuing drops 27 in sequencing costs, an increasing number of laboratories and international consortia (e.g. 28 IHEC, SYSCID, BLUEPRINT, EpiDiverse, NIH ROADMAP, Arabidopsis 1001 Epigenomes, 29 Genomes and physical Maps) are adopting WGBS as the method of choice to survey DNA 30 methylation in large population samples or in collections of cell lines and tissue types, either in 31 2/14 bulk or at the single-cell level [1, 2] . Such surveys can easily generate hundreds or even thou- 32 sands of WGBS datasets in a single study. A broad array of software solutions for the down-33 stream analysis of bulk and single-cell WGBS data have been developed in recent years. These 34 include tools for data normalization such as RnBeads [3] , SWAN [4] , ChAMP [5] , detection 35 of differentially methylated regions (DMRs) e.g. Methylkit [6] , DMRcaller [7], Methylpy [8], 36 metilene [9] , imputation of methylomes from bulk WGBS data e.g. METHimpute [10] , as 37 well as imputation of single-cell methylomes e.g. Melissa [11] , deepCpG [12] and dropouts in 38 single-cell data e.g. SCRABBLE [13] . 39 However, these downstream analysis tools are dependent on the output of a number of 40 data pre-processing steps, such as quality control e.g. FastQC [14] , QualiMap [15] , NGS 41 QC toolkit [16] , de-multiplexing of sequence reads, adapter trimming e.g Trimmomatic [17] , 42
TrimGalore [18] , Cutadapt [19] , alignment of reads to a reference genome and generation 43 of methylation calls e.g. BSseeker2 [20] , BSseeker3 [21] , Bismark [22] , BSMap [ standpoint, data pre-processing is by far the most time-consuming step in the entire bulk or 46 single-cell WGBS analysis workflow( Fig.1 ). In an effort to help streamline the pre-processing 47 of WGBS data several pipelines have been published in recent years. These include nf-48 core/methylseq [29] , gemBS [30] , Bicycle [31] and Methylpy, some of which are currently 49 employed by several epigenetic consortia. gemBS, Bicycle and Methylpy integrate data pre-50 processing and analysis steps using their own custom trimming and/or alignment tools (see 51   Table 3 ). By contrast, nf-core/methylseq implements well-established NGS tools, such as 52 TrimGalore for read trimming and Bismark and bwa-meth/MethylDackel [24] for alignment. 53
The nf-core framework is built using Nextflow [32] , and aims to provide reproducible pipeline 54 templates that can be easily adapted by both developers as well as experimentalists. Despite 55 these efforts, the installation and execution of these pipelines is not trivial and often require 56 substantial bioinformatic support. Moreover, managing the run times of these pipelines for 57 large numbers of WGBS datasets (i.e. in the order of hundreds or thousands) relies on 58 substantial manual input, such as launching of parallel jobs on a compute cluster and collecting 59 output files from temporary folders.
60
In an attempt to address these issues, we have developed MethylStar, a fast, stable and 61 flexible pre-processing pipeline for WGBS data. MethylStar integrates well-established NGS 62 tools for read trimming, alignment and methylation state calling in a highly parallelized envi-63 ronment, manages computational resources and performs automatic error detection. Star offers easy installation through a dockerized container with all preloaded dependencies 65 and also features a user-friendly interface designed for experts/non-experts. Application of 66 MethylStar to WGBS from Human, maize and Arabidopsis shows that it outperforms existing 67 pre-processing pipelines in terms of speed and memory requirements. Bismark was chosen because it features one of the most sensitive aligners, resulting in com-76 paratively high mapping efficiency, low mapping bias and good genomic coverage [33, 34] . 77
Finally, cytosine-level methylation calls are (optionally) obtained with METHimpute, a Hid-78 den Markov Model for inferring the methylation status/level of individual cytosines, even in 79 the presence of low sequencing depth and/or missing data. All the different data process-80 ing steps have been optimized for speed and performance (see below), and can run on local 81 machines as well as on larger compute nodes.
82
Pipeline architecture, optimization of parallel processes and memory usage 83 The pipeline architecture comprises three main layers (Fig.1 ). The first layer is the interactive 84 command-line user interface implemented in Python to simplify the process of configuring 85 software settings and running MethylStar. Easy navigation through this interface allows non-86 experts to run large batches of samples without having to type commands at the terminal. The 87 second layer consists of shell scripts, which handle low-level processes, efficiently coordinates 88 the major software components and manages computational resources. The final layer is 89 4/14 implemented in R, and is used to call METHimpute and to generate output files that are 90 compatible with a number of publicly available DMR-callers such as Methylkit, DMRcaller 91 and bigWig files for visualization in Genome Browsers such as JBrowse [35] . All outputs are 92 provided in standard data formats for downstream analysis. imputation of missing cytosines (Fig.1 ). In the parallelization of R processes we allocate even 113 fewer number of threads (=3 threads in our system with 88 cores and 386 GB RAM), as these 114 processes (in our case extracting and sorting bam files) are resource hungry and tend to load 115 all its objects into memory. This allows for faster processing times and efficient management 116 of resources without crashing the entire parallel process. In addition, we have introduced 117 checkpoints for each individual component of the pipeline so that a job can be resumed easily 118 in the unlikely case of system failure or any kind of user interruption. resource-demanding ( Fig. 2B-C) . For instance, for 88 human WGBS samples (82GB of data), 152
MethylStar showed a 75.61% reduction in processing time relative to gemBS, the second 153 fastest pipeline (909 mins vs. 3727 mins). Extrapolating from these numbers, we expect that 154 Along with benchmarking of speed, we also evaluated the performance of the MethylStar, 163 gemBS, nf-core/methylseq and Methylpy pipelines in terms of system memory utilization us-164 ing the MemoryProfiler [37] python module ( Fig. 2E ). We assessed the CPU time versus 165 peak/max memory of all the 4 pipelines (default settings) on a computing cluster (specifi-166 cations above). For 10 random samples from the above A. thaliana benchmarking dataset 167 (paired-end, 16GB, GSE54292) MethylStar and Methylpy showed the best balance between 168 peak memory usage (∼12000 MB and ∼15000 MB, respectively) and total run time (∼100 169 mins and 167 mins, respectively). In contast, nf-core/Methylseq and GemBS exhibited strong 170 trade-offs between memory usage and speed, with nf-core/Methylseq showing the lowest peak 171 memory usage (∼700 MB) but the longest CPU time (∼697 mins), and GemBS the highest 172 peak memory usage (∼21000 MB) but the shortest run time (∼42 mins) ( Fig. 2E ). Further-173 more, we inspected the time taken by each individual component of MethylStar. Bismark 174 alignment was the most time consuming step of the pipeline but required the lowest peak 175 7/14 memory usage (∼1100MB) of all the steps, indicating that our parallel implementation of 176 the Bismark alignment step can be very effective in handling large numbers of read align-177 ments with low memory requirements (Fig. 2F ). We further benchmarked memory usage 178 using 10 random samples from the above maize dataset (paired-end, 23GB, GSE39232). For 179 this analysis, we focused on gemBS and MethylStar due to their shorter processing times for 180 these datasets as compared to nf-core/Methylseq and Methylpy. For these maize dataset, 181 gemBS's peak memory usage was ∼110000 MB as compared to ∼81000 MB for MethylStar 182 (∼1.3 times less memory) with a total run time of 667 mins and 421 mins, respectively. Taken 183 together, these benchmarking results clearly show that MethylStar exhibits favorable perfor-184 mance in terms of processing time and memory, and that it is therefore an efficient solution 185 for the pre-processing of large numbers of samples even on a computing cluster with limited 186 resources. 
